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 I have been trading nearly 20 years and I have tried nearly every single broker possible and I can 

honestly say Webull works great without a hiccup.  When it comes to online stock trading, Webull 

delivers!  The user can begin by simply logging in.  It is great because our Watchlists tab pops up and 

instantly, I can see 12 stocks in My Portfolio with live prices right away.   

The Webull color schemes and display options make the app very easy to use.  The entire app 

is all customizable as well.  Everything is setup in a very simple way in which a beginner could pick up a 

mobile device or login online and start trading but also has all the most advanced tools a veteran trader 

or investor would want as well!   

I have never had any issues using Webull since it has come out and it only continues to get 

better with every update I download.  Money movements from my checking to Webull are very fast 

both ways and that is very important to me because I like to know I can get my money when I need or 

want it.  In comparison to Robinhood specifically; Webull goes above and beyond to blow away the 

competition with so many features including a desktop, web, and mobile platform, 24/7 customer 

support, live chat, phone support during market hours, super impressive charting tools and too much 

more to list!!!   

Can’t you tell how excited I am about investing in stocks with Webull?  I am founder of 

PlanTheTrade.net and I love to help others!  Why pay $6.95 per trade at TD Ameritrade or E *Trade; 

when Webull offers FREE $0.00 per trade, but they offer so many more advantages.  One thing I 

absolutely love, is the fact that you can trade as early as 4 AM EST all the way to 8:00 PM EST.  I will say 

at the current time, Webull does NOT offer Forex or Options but I believe Options Trading is on the way 

sometime soon!   

The Watchlists tab is very easy to read all of my Stocks listed, the current price of the stock, and 

a quick chart which is very helpful.  Now if we rotate the device sideways this is where more data is 

displayed in a customizable table.  Throughout the app you will find very fast movements between 

tabs which is very important especially for active traders.  The next we will find “Markets”. 

This brings us to the US markets, Cryptos, and China right at our fingertips with a swipe to the 

right.  The DOW JONES, S&P 500, and NASDAQ are all displayed and I can click each one to view the 

charts.  The app is filled with such powerful tools and here you catch a glance of that with a fabulous 

and easy to use screener!  The IPO Center and Earnings Center is also displayed followed by features 
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that I love; if we scroll a bit further down it brings us to the Advancers and Decliners Distribution bar 

chart, Net Inflow, and the Hot Industries.   

The center home or what I call the ‘Webull button’ brings us to our main account homepage 

which shows our Net Account Value and Unrealized P&L (profit & loss).  You can view your account 

performance, orders, and all account info here as well as deposit funds, withdraw funds, and most 

importantly place a trade!   If you click the Trade button, my iPhone XR uses face recognition to login 

or you could type in your password or fingerprint.  You can quickly find stocks to buy; simply type the 

Stock Symbol or Company Name in the search bar and select the stock which brings up the order screen.  

You can easily select everything you need relatively fast:  Buy/Sell, Quantity, Order Type, Price, Time in 

Force, Extended hours, Stop Loss/Take Profit and Place Order options and buttons are very easy to use.  

If you ever need to change or edit or view open orders just click the Webull button and then select the 

Orders button.  This will display all the filled, open, cancelled orders etc. 

This brings us to the “Community” tab.  In the Webull community you can view the live 

streams and messages from other traders and investors as well as participate in current Webull Paper 

Trading Competitions, view Top News and more.  The final tab is the “MENU” which you will use 

mainly to view and change settings, accept free stock from the awesome referral program Webull offers, 

enter paper trading mode and more! 

I know you have enjoyed reading this, but now I recommend to stop.  GO!  Download the 

Webull App from the Apple or Google Play Store and sign up today to enjoy FREE online stock trading 

with zero commissions, zero initial deposits, and so much more!  You can thank me later!  A Free 

Stock is Waiting for You!  Come and gain access to in-depth analytics and low costs at Webull with me. 

Sign up for Webull Today! Click HERE!
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